
Online, the brand 

is YOU!
      by Carole Guevin



Summary

Portfolio websites for designers and 
developers can be a compelling way to 
switch jobs and find new clients.  These tips 
were gathered from the thousands of 
portfolios that I have reviewed since 
Netdiver inception. 

They will show you the essential ingredients 
you need and why your online book is all 
you've got, how to promote yourself as an 
individual brand from a communication 
point of view and kick your butt into gear to 
build a strong presence that brings in the 
money.



Stardom or reputation?



 

Stardom or reputation?
Reputation is all

%('

Cancel inertia
Movement will get you somewhere.. eventually
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Stardom or reputation?
The brand is YOU

Don't lie nor exaggerate

Get going
Pursue an idea till the end. Failing is ok
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Being creative is not a job
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Being creative is not a job

100% best = Excellence

Talent for hire
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Dodging the hidden bullets



Dodging the hidden bullets

Whatever works



Dodging the hidden bullets
It's impossible



The 6 seconds and less pitch



The 6 seconds and less pitch
No kiddin'

Research till you hurt
Know WHO you talk to. Period



Billing your assets



Billing your assets
And we sell?

Everything is negociable but NEVER free



What's in and out of a strong portfolio



What's in and out of a strong portfolio
Only your Mother reads it all



What's in and out of a strong portfolio

Show and tell



Making it on the (world) map



Making it on the (world) map

3FF



Making it on the (world) map
Let it be known

Knock on all possible doors to receive visibility for your work 
such as portals and editorial desks

NO is part of the process

When you receive coverage, tell your potential clients NOW

The World is in your backyard



In case of doubt, jump



In case of doubt, jump
The value of insecurity

All great discoveries happened after exhausting all available 
solutions. 



Thank you!
 

For speaking inquiries: 
Carole Guevin

What's new in design? Cross-
discipline portfolios directories? 

For inspiration visit:  

http://netdiver.net/
http://ello.co/ellodesign

desk@netdiver.net


